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HEART & SOLD

ESTABLISHED

—
2012

THE COMMON ROOM

—
Fiona Stevenson

A unique visual arts
organisation that will
touch the hearts and
minds of all those
who have a love of art.
—
Remember when you were first moved
by a piece of visual art. Remember the
truth you saw and the connection you felt.
Heart & Sold will take you back to that
feeling, and move you to a new place.
Ours is an international pioneering arts
initiative which promotes and supports artists
who happen to have Down syndrome.
Their work is beautifully different, emotive,
complex and inspired.
It is art that elicits a mind and eye–opening
response, the kind of experience that enters
your heart and stays forever.
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MAX

—
Photographed by Photographer and Dad — Paul Moffat

HOW IT ALL BEGAN

A son, brother, an inspiration.
MAX MOFFAT
—
My name is Suzie Moffat. In 2007 my partner Paul and I had
our son Max, born with Down syndrome.
With Max’s arrival we began a parental journey into unexpected
territory, learning as we went, experiencing lows and highs,
refocusing, and sometimes feeling adrift.
Slowly our experiences with Max began to form a new
perspective in my mind. I became increasingly fascinated by the
creative nature of people with Down syndrome; their art was so
unrestricted and startlingly different. I really wanted to know how
many artists were out there, interpreting the world through this
subtly different prism. From my own background in art and design
and with some knowledge of Art Psychotherapy, I set out to
somehow understand if and how their work benefited each artist.
The variety, power and amount of creativity I discovered was
astonishing. It was art I knew the world needed to see — and that’s
when Heart & Sold began to take shape.
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ONE
ORGANISATION
TWO
OBJECTIVES

HEART & SOLD
—

—

Heart & Sold supports creative people who
happen to have Down syndrome. Our aim is
to educate, inspire, raise awareness and prove
that these individuals can do or be whatever
they want to be.

Heart & Sold represents and facilitates the
sale of the artists’ artwork. Providing a platform
and a future for some of the finest contemporary
artists who happen to have Down syndrome.
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THE HEART & SOLD TEAM

PAUL MOFFAT

—
Director and Photographer for Heart & Sold.
Director and Founder of Paul Moffat Photography.
Paul has been a respected photographer
for more than 20 years. His eye for detail
and perfectionist approach are in demand
for projects ranging from the biggest
‘blue chip’ marketing campaigns to quirky
one–off commissions.
Paul enjoys capturing Heart & Sold artists’
personalities in his shots, particularly in their
home environments. Being repeatedly
impressed by the visual quality of the artists’
work himself, Paul loves to see the public
reaction to its high quality presentation and
unexpected insights.

SUZIE MOFFAT

—
Director and Founder of Heart & Sold.
Suzie has a background in design, project management and
curating. In the past she has worked with North West Arts and
the Chinese Arts Centre in Manchester.
A graduate in Museum and Exhibition Design, Suzie has a
passionate interest in psychology and the relationship between
art and mind.
She feels very strongly that artwork produced by artists with
a disability or condition stands on its own merits. It should
not be treated any differently from other artists’ work in terms
of respect, an honest critique or its worth.

Professionally and personally, Paul remains
deeply committed to Heart & Sold.

MATT MAURER

—
Creative Director of Heart & Sold.
Director and Founder of Mr.M ideas studio.
Matt has been integral in the development
of Heart & Sold from the earliest stages,
helping to bring the initial creative idea to life.
Now as creative director of Mr.M ideas studio,
Matt is committed as ever to ensuring that the
brand continues to grow, constantly reflecting
Heart & Sold’s passion and professional
approach to ever–wider audiences.
From a personal point of view, Matt believes
there is nothing more rewarding than seeing
how ideas can support and encourage artists
to succeed. Mr.M is delighted to supply Suzie
with a solid creative platform, to help drive
Heart & Sold forward and bring more artistic
talent to the world’s attention.

Heart & Sold is an initiative she holds very close to her heart.
*Heart & Sold Team portraits photographed by David Kenward.
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INTRODUCING
EXCEPTIONAL NEW ART
TO EVER– MORE PEOPLE

OUR
AMAZING
JOURNEY
CONTINUES

The public face of Heart & Sold
was launched in the form of a small pilot
exhibition in 2012, with the help and support
of the UK’s Down’s Syndrome Association.
The exhibition’s resounding success gave us
the confidence to move forward to the next
level. Soon we had a fully interactive website,
allowing people to learn about the artists and
to buy limited edition prints of their works.

Heart & Sold’s presence continued to grow,
aided in no small way by the Duke & Duchess
of Cambridge acceptance of one of our
artist’s original works for Prince George’s
nursery in 2013. We were making headlines
around the world, becoming recognised as a
professional arts organisation and advocate
for disability art.

Events such as The Reveal, our first London
Exhibition in 2014, have fed our confidence
and ambition. Heart & Sold’s profile is now
growing internationally, with shows including
cities such as New York. We have more scope
and more opportunities to find, support and
encourage new artists. And so long as they’re
happy with the idea, we can now effectively
promote their work across the world.
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DISCOVERING AND NURTURING
NEW TALENT WORLDWIDE

IT’S ALL
ABOUT
THE ARTISTS
—
While we are immensely proud of the
growth of Heart & Sold as an organisation,
our focus remains on discovering more
artists, and giving their work the support
and exposure it deserves.
From filmmaking and photography to
various types of visual arts and sculpture,
the artworks are full of insight, instinct
and fresh ideas. Perhaps it’s no surprise
that such different work attracts a wide
and varied audience to the exhibitions
we organise.
We work solely for the sake of the art and
the artists. We build their confidence through
encouragement, support and often working
closely with family and carers.
One of the great rewards we find as an
organisation is seeing artists go on to hold
their own successful exhibitions, making
sales and receiving commissions in their
own right. The creativity speaks for itself.
It’s not about a medical condition as such
— that’s why these artworks do so much
to challenge general preconceived ideas
about disability.

THE
COLLECTION
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LIQUID GOLD

—
David Kenward

Top.

GIRL ON BEACH

—
Mohamed Dalloul

Bottom.

IN THE VINEYARD

—
Josie Webster
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DOLLAR PANCAKES

—
Rachel Handlin

OWL BIRDHOUSE

—
Amy Ellison
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STILL REJOICING

—
Teniola Olojo
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SIT DOWN PROSE

—
Rachel Heller

SUNSET

—
Tazia Fawley
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THE BOOM FACTOR SIDE

—
Dominic Bennett

Top.

SIMPLY B

—
Katie Rickersey

Bottom.

FARMYARD SERIES

—
Kieron Hanlon
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UNTITLED

—
Tommy Kemp
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KISS MY ARSE!

—
Lester Magoogan

Top.

OLD TRAFFORD 1

—
Tim Nixon

Bottom.

MAGIC LINE

—
Ryan Bogues
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SONIC SCREWDRIVERS

—
John Groake

Top.

THEATRE INC.

—
Josephine Goddard

Bottom.

ONE DIRECTION

—
Grace MacArthur
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GIRL OUT WALKING

—
Fionn Angus
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Top.

BATTLE OF THE ARMIES 1

—
Richard Cloake

Bottom.

IT’S ALL IN THE DETAIL

—
Oliver Hellowell

CAMPING WELLIES

—
Robert Dixon
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Top.

STORMY WEATHER

—
Christopher Lodge

Bottom.

PINHOLE CAMERA

—
Chloe Bell

AURORA FREEZE

—
Anthony Childs
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THE ARTISTS

MOHAMED DALLOUL

AMY ELLISON

TAZIA FAWLEY

—
Photographer

—
Textile Artist

—
Painter & Cut–Outs

FIONA STEVENSON

JOSIE WEBSTER

TENIOLA OLOJO

DOMINIC BENNETT

—
Painter

—
Painter

—
Line Drawer

—
Sculptor

DAVID KENWARD

RACHEL HANDLIN

RACHEL HELLER

KATIE RICKERSEY

—
Photographer

—
Photographer

—
Artist

—
Painter

Represented by Flowers Gallery
London & New York

KIERON HANLON

LESTER MAGOOGAN

JOHN GROAKE

—
Photographer

—
Surreal Line Drawer

—
Sculptor

TOMMY KEMP

TIM NIXON

JOSEPHINE GODDARD

FIONN ANGUS

—
Line Drawer

—
Painter

—
Mix Media Painter

—
Illustrative Drawer & Sculptor

RYAN BOGUES

GRACE MACARTHUR

RICHARD CLOAKE

—
Painter & Photographer

—
Painter

—
Illustrator

THE ARTISTS

OLIVER HELLOWELL

CHRISTOPHER LODGE

—
Photographer

—
Painter

FIONA STEVENSON

AMY ELLISON

— Page 03 —
Painter. United Kingdom.

— Page 17 —
Textile Artist. United Kingdom.

Fiona’s art is colourful and abstract, working
the oil paint in a free and expressive way.
The title she gives each piece sets the stage
allowing the viewer freedom of imagination.

Amy’s art is influenced by her love of
nature and music. She enjoys exploring
different ways of using stitch within her
work, experimenting with different
materials such as wood and metal.

DAVID KENWARD

— Page 14 —
Photographer. United Kingdom.

ROBERT DIXON

CHLOE BELL

—
Illustrator & Sculptor

—
Photographer

Teniola was born in Kaduna State, Nigeria.
He devotes a lot of time to drawing
abstract forms and objects with emphasis
on a variety of colour shades and strokes.

MOHAMED DALLOUL

RACHEL HELLER

— Page 15 —
Photographer. Brazil.

— Page 20 —
Artist. United Kingdom.

Photography is one of Mohamed’s
languages; it represents the best part of his
imagination. He fell in love with art as a
child and his focus is to now experience it.

Rachel focuses on life drawings; figures
without vanity or pretension. Her drawings
although impressionistic, have intense
realism due to the solidity and weight that
they express, whether nudes or landscapes.

— Page 15 —
Painter. Australia.
Josie’s practise is very distinct, each piece
taking her 6 – 9 hours to complete. With
a preference to using only two shades of
blue, yellow, red and white, she even mixes
her own black.

—
Painter

— Page 19 —
Line Drawer. Nigeria.

York based photographer David has a love
of capturing different subjects. His unusual
angles show a unique perspective of nature
and landscapes. His interpretations are quirky
and thought–provoking.

JOSIE WEBSTER

ANTHONY CHILDS

TENIOLA OLOJO

RACHEL HANDLIN

— Page 16 —
Photographer. United States.
Hawaiian based Rachel, now studying in
California, has a singular perspective and
she finds art in the details of the world that
typically go unnoticed. She is particularly
drawn to reflections, patterns, and textures.

TAZIA FAWLEY

— Page 21 —
Painter & Cut–Outs. United Kingdom.
Working in her studio, Tazia’s painstaking
approach is maintained from the first
touch of the acrylic to the final stroke.
The end result full of vibrancy, freedom
and life.

THE ARTISTS
DOMINIC BENNETT

— Page 22 —
Sculptor. United Kingdom.
Mixed media artist and self proclaimed ‘cool
dude’, Dominic’s main interests are street
art, photography and protest art. He loves to
capture graffiti and all things ‘dangerous’.

KATIE RICKERSEY

— Page 23 —
Painter. United Kingdom.
Sheffield based Katie enjoys a naive painting
style, using bold lines and primary colours.
The works she produces are popular due
to their simplicity and attractive quality.

KIERON HANLON

— Page 23 —
Photographer. United Kingdom.
Keiron sets up and captures various scenes
to depict his love of animals in various
parts of London. He feels this provides the
figures with an experience, the photographs
charming and enticing.

TOMMY KEMP

— Page 25 —
Line Drawer. United Kingdom.
Tommy’s drawings are complex compositions
using a network of lines and shapes. They
suggest that the act of drawing determines
the work for the artist rather than a
straightforward reflection of the subject.

LESTER MAGOOGAN

— Page 26 —
Surreal Line Drawer. United Kingdom.
Lester has a unique perspective on the
world that manifests itself through his art.
His uncomplicated line drawings are witty
and insightful. His minimalist approach
showing that less is more.

THE ARTISTS
TIM NIXON
— Page 27 —
Painter. United Kingdom.

GRACE MACARTHUR

CHRISTOPHER LODGE

— Page 29 —
Painter. United Kingdom.

— Page 34 —
Painter. United Kingdom.

Tim’s vibrant artwork is a reflection of
his vivid imagination and playful character.
He works primarily in permanent markers
and oil pastel, mixing intense colours with
graphic shapes.

Grace loves to paint and her main inspiration
is pop boy band One Direction. She imagines
the members of 1D in various scenarios, on
stage and in rainbow colours.

RYAN BOGUES

— Page 31 —
Illustrative Drawer & Sculptor. Ireland.

Christopher took up painting at the
age of 40. He has a graphic style using
a combination of watercolour, pastels
and acrylics. His artistic talent continues
to develop, and now includes
nature photography.

— Page 27 —
Painter & Photographer. Northern Ireland.
Ryan’s work includes rubbings, watercolour
pencil drawings, string pictures and mosaics.
He likes to collect driftwood to create art
and enjoys photography — taking a photo
from exactly the same place twice a week
to put them altogether in a video to show
changes in the seasons.

JOHN GROAKE
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Sculptor. United Kingdom.
John is a huge Doctor Who fan, which
inspires the majority of his work. He works
mainly in ceramics and has a gentle and
intuitive way of working with the material.

JOSEPHINE GODDARD
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Mix Media Painter. United Kingdom.
With a rare natural ability to work on
a large scale, Josephine produces intricate
pieces based on the things she loves.
The audience is always captivated by her
story telling artwork.

FIONN ANGUS

Most of Fionn’s artworks have been
collaborations with other artists. One of
the messages he and his family share is that
every one of us is made ‘able’ through the
support of others.

RICHARD CLOAKE

— Page 32 —
Illustrator. United Kingdom.
Richard’s illustrative technique runs on his
favourite themes, Harry Potter, Doctor Who
and Scooby Doo. He loves drawing and
creates several new pieces every day.

OLIVER HELLOWELL

— Page 32 —
Photographer. United Kingdom.
Oliver uses photography as a tool to record
how he sees the world. His composition is
outstanding and attention to detail clearly
evident. He particularly enjoys taking
pictures of birds.

ROBERT DIXON
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Illustrator & Sculptor. United Kingdom.
Robert has a remarkable and colourful
drawing style. His unique illustrative text
can be seen throughout his work and
reflects his love for holidays and places
that he has visited.

CHLOE BELL
— Page 34 —
Photographer. United Kingdom.
Chloe loves taking photographs of her
favourite places and people. She works both
in digital and film photography, using
darkroom processes and editing software
to manipulate her images.

ANTHONY CHILDS
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Painter. United States.
Anthony lives in Palm Springs, California.
Frequently working ‘en plein air’,
his works are vibrant and expressive.
He enjoys building textures and creating
his own abstract style.

THANK YOU
Heart & Sold would like to thank all those people who have
supported, encouraged and given up their time to make this
organisation what it is today.
A special thank you has to go to all the talented artists, family
and carers that bring Heart & Sold to life.

Thank you.
SUZIE MOFFAT

Director
—
suzie@heartandsold.org.uk
M + 44 (0)7970 230 366
4 Lowe Street.
Macclesfield. SK11 7NJ
T

+ 44 (0)1625 430 315

www.heartandsold.org.uk

Supporters

Mr.M ideas studio
www.mrmideasstudio.com
Paul Moffat
www.moff.co.uk
G.F Smith
www.gfsmith.com
Pressision
www.pressision.co.uk

